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Introduction
The United States is at heightened risk of political violence and instability going into the 2020                
general election. Mass shootings hit a record high last year (BBC, 29 December 2019 ), violent hate                
crimes are on the rise (Al Jazeera, 13 November 2019 ), and police killings continue unabated, at                
2.5 times the rate for Black men as for white men (FiveThirtyEight, 1 June 2020 ; Nature, 19 June                  
2020 ). The COVID-19 pandemic has killed well over 180,000 (New York Times, 3 September              
2020 ) and disrupted the economy, while George Floyd’s death in police custody has sparked a               
massive wave of protest across the country. 

The US Crisis Monitor — a joint project between ACLED and the Bridging Divides Initiative (BDI) at 
Princeton University — collects real-time data on these trends in order to provide timely analysis 

and resources to support civil society efforts to track, prevent, and mitigate the risk of political 
violence in America. With supplemental data collection extending coverage back to the week of 

Floyd’s killing in May, the dataset now encompasses the latest phase of the Black Lives Matter 
movement, growing unrest related to the health crisis, and politically motivated violence ahead of 
the November general election. 

The US Crisis Monitor is made possible by support from the Bridging Divides Initiative at the Princeton School 
of Public and International Affairs’ Liechtenstein Institute on Self-Determination. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-50936575
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/11/hate-crime-violence-hit-16-year-high-2018-fbi-191113172541294.html
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/police-are-killing-fewer-people-in-big-cities-but-more-in-suburban-and-rural-america/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-01846-z
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-01846-z
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-01846-z
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html
https://acleddata.com/special-projects/us-crisis-monitor/
https://bridgingdivides.princeton.edu/
https://bridgingdivides.princeton.edu/
https://acleddata.com/2020/08/31/us-crisis-monitor-releases-full-data-for-summer-2020/
https://acleddata.com/special-projects/us-crisis-monitor/
https://bridgingdivides.princeton.edu/


These data reveal that the United States is in crisis. It faces a multitude of concurrent, overlapping 
risks — from police abuse and racial injustice, to pandemic-related unrest and beyond — all 

exacerbated by increasing polarization. This report maps these trends with a view toward the 
upcoming election, when these intersecting risks are likely to intensify.  

Black Lives Matter: Racism & Police Violence 

The longstanding crisis of police violence and structural racism in America hit a new flashpoint 

this year. On 25 May 2020, Minneapolis police officers arrested George Floyd, a 46-year-old Black 

man, for allegedly using a counterfeit $20 bill. One officer pinned Floyd to the ground and kneeled 
on his neck for eight minutes and 15 seconds, killing him. Other officers looked on (BBC, 16 July 

2020). 

Floyd’s death prompted a surge of demonstrations associated with the Black Lives Matter (BLM)1 
movement that quickly spread from Minneapolis throughout the country. Between 26 May, the 
day after Floyd’s death, and 22 August, ACLED records over 7,750 demonstrations linked to the 
BLM movement across more than 2,440 locations in all 50 states and Washington, DC.  

While Floyd’s killing ignited the demonstrations, the protest movement has also organized around 
other victims of police violence and racism across the country. In August 2019, police officers 

confronted Elijah McClain while he 
was walking home from a 
convenience store in Aurora, 
Colorado. McClain died after 
authorities reportedly tackled him, 
put him in a carotid hold, and had 
first responders inject him with 
ketamine (The Cut, 11 August 
2020). At the start of 2020, 

Ahmaud Arbery was shot and 
killed by a former police officer 
and his son while out jogging in 
south Georgia (New York Times, 
24 June 2020). The assailants 

claim they suspected him of 
breaking into nearby homes. In 

1 In this report, the acronym “BLM” is used to abbreviate the phrase “Black Lives Matter” when referring to the movement writ                                           
large. It is not meant to suggest all associated events are directly affiliated with the national BLM organization. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-52861726
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-52861726
https://www.thecut.com/2020/08/the-killing-of-elijah-mcclain-everything-we-know.html
https://www.thecut.com/2020/08/the-killing-of-elijah-mcclain-everything-we-know.html
https://www.nytimes.com/article/ahmaud-arbery-shooting-georgia.html
https://www.nytimes.com/article/ahmaud-arbery-shooting-georgia.html


Louisville, Kentucky, police raided the wrong home while attempting to serve a warrant and              
exchanged gunfire with one of the occupants; his partner, Breonna Taylor, a 26-year-old             
paramedic who was sleeping at the time, was shot and killed by the officers (New York Times, 1                  
September 2020 ). Demonstrations over Floyd’s killing have also called for justice in these cases              
and other past incidents that remain unresolved. In many local communities, protests marking             
Floyd’s death have doubled as acts of remembrance for people like Michael Brown, Eric Garner,               
Freddie Gray, and Trayvon Martin — whose killing in 2012 originally sparked the BLM movement               
(CNN, 26 February 2017 ). Even amid the current round of demonstrations, new cases have been               
added to the list, from Rayshard Brooks, an unarmed Black man killed by police in Atlanta, Georgia                 
(CNN, 15 June 2020 ), to Jacob Blake, an unarmed Black man shot seven times by police in                 
Kenosha, Wisconsin (CBS News, 26 August 2020 ). 

The demonstrations remain ongoing. Though reported events associated with the BLM movement            
have gradually declined since their peak in late May and early June, ACLED still continues to                
record dozens of demonstrations each week ( see graph below).  

https://www.nytimes.com/article/breonna-taylor-police.html
https://www.nytimes.com/article/breonna-taylor-police.html
https://www.cnn.com/2017/02/26/us/trayvon-martin-death-anniversary/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/14/us/rayshard-brooks-atlanta-shooting/index.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/jacob-blake-paralyzed-shooting-kenosha-wisconsin-police/


An Overwhelmingly Peaceful Movement 

The vast majority of demonstration events associated with the BLM movement are non-violent             
(see map below ). In more than 93% of all demonstrations connected to the movement,              
demonstrators have not engaged in violence or destructive activity. Peaceful protests are reported             
in over 2,400 distinct locations around the country. Violent demonstrations, meanwhile, have            
been limited to fewer than 220 locations — under 10% of the areas that experienced peaceful                
protests. In many urban areas like Portland, Oregon, for example, which has seen sustained unrest               
since Floyd’s killing, violent demonstrations are largely confined to specific blocks, rather than             
dispersed throughout the city ( CNN, 1 September 2020). 

Yet, despite data indicating that demonstrations associated with the BLM movement are            
overwhelmingly peaceful, one recent poll suggested that 42% of respondents believe “most            
protesters [associated with the BLM movement] are trying to incite violence or destroy property”              
(FiveThirtyEight, 5 June 2020 ). This is in line with the Civiqs tracking poll which finds that “net                 
approval for the Black Lives Matter movement peaked back on June 3 [the week following the                

https://www.cnn.com/2020/08/31/politics/trump-kenosha-briefing-fact-check/index.html
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/how-americans-feel-about-george-floyds-death-and-the-protests/


killing of George Floyd when riots first began to be reported] and has fallen sharply since” (USA                 
Today, 31 August 2020; Civiqs, 29 August 2020). 

Research from the University of Washington indicates that this disparity stems from 
political orientation and biased media framing (Washington Post, 24 August 
2020), such as disproportionate coverage of violent demonstrations (Business Insider, 11 
June 2020). Groups like the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) have documented organized 
disinformation campaigns aimed at spreading a “deliberate mischaracterization of groups or 

movements [involved in the protests], such as portraying activists who support Black Lives 
Matter as violent extremists or claiming that antifa is a terrorist organization coordinated or 
manipulated by nebulous external forces” (ADL, 2020). These disinformation campaigns 

may be contributing to the decline in public support for the BLM movement after the initial 
increase following Floyd’s killing, especially amongst the white population (USA Today, 31 
August 2020; Civiqs, 30 August 2020a, 30 August 2020b). This waning support also comes as 

the Trump administration recently shifted its “law and order” messaging to target local 
Democratic Party politicians from urban areas, particularly on the campaign trail (NPR, 
27 August 2020). 

Despite the media focus on looting and vandalism, however, there is little evidence to suggest 
that demonstrators have engaged in widespread violence. In some cases where 
demonstrations did turn violent, there are reports of agents provocateurs  — or infiltrators 
— instigating the violence. During a demonstration on 27 May in Minneapolis, for 
example, a man with an umbrella — dubbed the ‘umbrella man’ by the media and later 

identified as a member of the Hells Angels linked to the Aryan Cowboys, a white 
supremacist prison and street gang — was seen smashing store windows (Forbes, 30 May 
2020; KSTP, 28 July 2020). It was one of the first reports of destructive activity that 
day, and it “created an atmosphere of hostility and tension” that helped spark an outbreak 

of looting following initially peaceful protests, according to police investigators, who believe 
the man “wanted to sow discord and racial unrest” (New York Times, 28 July 2020). In 

another example on 29 May in Detroit, a number of non-residents reportedly traveled to 
the city to engage in violent behavior during a demonstration, leading to multiple arrests  
(MLive, 2 June 2020).  

In many cases, violent or destructive demonstrations have specifically targeted statues 
seen to represent the country’s legacy of racist violence, such as monuments celebrating 
colonial figures, slave owners, and Confederate leaders. Since Floyd’s killing, there have 
been at least 38 incidents in which demonstrators have significantly damaged or torn 
down memorials around the country, including statues of Confederate President Jefferson 
Davis and colonial explorer Christopher Columbus. Although these incidents account for 
a small subset of demonstrations, the trend has become another battlefield for the 
hyper-partisan “culture wars” over America’s history of racism (Bloomberg, 7 June 
2020), and a lightning rod for polarized debate over an appropriate response to the ongoing 

protest movement. In some communities, pressure has led to official efforts to remove 
monuments  and to  rename  public facilities like schools,  with town hall meetings  and  other 

https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2020/08/31/riots-violence-erupting-turning-many-away-blm-and-protests-column/5675343002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2020/08/31/riots-violence-erupting-turning-many-away-blm-and-protests-column/5675343002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2020/08/31/riots-violence-erupting-turning-many-away-blm-and-protests-column/5675343002/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/08/24/are-black-lives-matter-protesters-peaceful-or-violent-depends-whom-you-ask/
https://www.businessinsider.com/fox-news-replays-violent-old-protest-footage-actual-protests-calm-2020-6
https://www.adl.org/resources/reports/adl-debunk-disinformation-and-the-blm-protests
https://www.adl.org/resources/reports/adl-debunk-disinformation-and-the-blm-protests
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2020/08/31/riots-violence-erupting-turning-many-away-blm-and-protests-column/5675343002/
https://civiqs.com/results/black_lives_matter?uncertainty=true&annotations=true&zoomIn=true&net=true&race=White
https://civiqs.com/results/black_lives_matter?uncertainty=true&annotations=true&zoomIn=true&party=Independent&race=White&net=true
https://www.npr.org/2020/08/27/905916276/how-trumps-law-and-order-message-has-shifted-as-he-seeks-a-second-term
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carlieporterfield/2020/05/30/who-is-umbrella-man-mystery-vandal-at-minneapolis-riot-spurs-conspiracies/#fe43633236e1
https://kstp.com/news/affidavit-hells-angels-member-believed-to-be-umbrella-man-spotted-inciting-violence-during-floyd-protests-/5809447/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/28/us/umbrella-man-identified-minneapolis.html
https://www.mlive.com/news/saginaw-bay-city/2020/05/teen-shot-and-killed-dozens-arrested-as-1500-strong-detroit-protest-over-george-floyd-death-turns-violent.html
https://www.mlive.com/news/saginaw-bay-city/2020/05/teen-shot-and-killed-dozens-arrested-as-1500-strong-detroit-protest-over-george-floyd-death-turns-violent.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-06-07/falling-monuments-to-racism-are-defeats-for-trump-s-culture-war


fora providing peaceful opportunities for discussion and reconciliation, which can ultimately 
help to reduce polarization (NPR, 12 July 2020). In others, however, clashes have broken out 

between those opposed to these memorials, such as the Stone Mountain monument to 
Confederate leaders in Georgia, and those who support keeping them (AJC, 15 August 2020 ).  

By the end of June, President Donald Trump seized on the topic to issue an executive order 
authorizing federal agents to pursue demonstrators who pull down statues or damage federal 
property, spurring the creation of the Protecting American Communities Task Force (PACT) 
and the deployment of Department of Homeland Security (DHS) agents to protest sites across the 
US. 

A Violent Government Response 

The initial government response to the demonstrations was not uniform. Many early protests 
were held peacefully and without incident. In certain cities, like Los Angeles, California and 
Camden, New Jersey, authorities even expressed support by joining marches, taking a knee, or 
attending community meetings on reform (ABC7, 1 June 2020 ; CBS8, 15 June 2020 ; NJ Spotlight, 
12 June 2020 ). In some cases these efforts reduced tensions between the community and the 

police, while in others demonstrators raised concerns that these displays served more as “PR 
stunts” than genuine acts of solidarity, potentially obscuring the scope of police abuse (ABC, 6 
June 2020). At the start of June, for example, while some police officers kneeled with 

demonstrators in Buffalo, New York, separate reports surfaced showing the city’s police violently 
pushing an elderly protester to the ground, fracturing his skull, the next day (ABC, 6 June 2020; 
NPR, 30 June 2020 ).  

Overall, ACLED data indicate that government forces soon took a heavy-handed approach to the 
growing protest movement. In demonstrations where authorities are present, they use force 
more often than not. Data show that they have disproportionately used force while 
intervening in demonstrations associated with the BLM movement, relative to other types of 
demonstrations.  

Despite the fact that demonstrations associated with the BLM movement have been 
overwhelmingly peaceful, more than 9% — or nearly one in 10 — have been met with 

government intervention, compared to 3% of all other demonstrations. This also marks a general 
increase in intervention rates relative to this time last year. In July 2019, authorities intervened in 
under 2% of all demonstrations — fewer than 30 events — relative to July 2020, when they 
intervened in 9% of all demonstrations — or over 170 events.  

Authorities have used force — such as firing less-lethal weapons like tear gas, rubber bullets, and 
pepper spray or beating demonstrators with batons — in over 54% of the demonstrations in 
which they have engaged. This too is a significant increase relative to one year ago. In July 2019, 
government personnel used force in just three documented demonstrations, compared to July 
2020, when they used force against demonstrators in at least 65 events. Over 5% of all events 
linked to the BLM movement have been met with force by authorities, compared to under 1% of 

https://www.npr.org/2020/08/12/901771780/report-59-confederate-symbols-removed-since-george-floyds-death
https://www.ajc.com/news/protesters-clash-in-stone-mountain/3ZXGYQQJWFB6VAMZSZR74B4DXE/
https://abc7.com/take-a-knee-cops-lapd-officers-commander-cory-palka/6225950/
https://www.cbs8.com/article/news/nation-world/rethinking-police-how-camden-nj-reimagined-its-force/103-6e0979c4-727f-4540-87f5-4cfaaf4d80ca
https://www.njspotlight.com/2020/06/camdens-peaceful-protests-reflect-success-of-community-policing-program/
https://www.njspotlight.com/2020/06/camdens-peaceful-protests-reflect-success-of-community-policing-program/
https://abcnews.go.com/US/protesters-issue-police-kneeling-calling-pr-stunt/story?id=71067237
https://abcnews.go.com/US/protesters-issue-police-kneeling-calling-pr-stunt/story?id=71067237
https://abcnews.go.com/US/protesters-issue-police-kneeling-calling-pr-stunt/story?id=71067237
https://www.npr.org/sections/live-updates-protests-for-racial-justice/2020/06/30/885780550/protester-knocked-down-by-buffalo-police-leaves-the-hospital-nearly-one-month-la


all other demonstrations. In some contexts, like Seattle, Washington and Portland, Oregon (see             
below), the heavy-handed police response appears to have inflamed tensions and increased the             
risk of violent escalation (New York Times, 31 May 2020). 

Militarized Federal Reaction 

The escalating use of force against demonstrators comes amid a wider push to militarize the               
government’s response to domestic unrest, and particularly demonstrations perceived to be           
linked to left-wing groups like Antifa, which the administration views as a “terrorist” organization              
(New York Times, 31 May 2020 ). In the immediate aftermath of Floyd’s killing, President Trump               
posted a series of social media messages threatening to deploy the military and National Guard to                
disperse demonstrations, suggesting that authorities should use lethal force if demonstrators           
engage in looting (New York Magazine, 1 June 2020). The president called governors “weak” for               
allowing demonstrations in their states and instructed them to call in the National Guard to               
“dominate” and “cut through [protesters] like butter” (Vox, 2 June 2020). Senator Tom Cotton              
from Arkansas, an advisor to the president, recommended that the administration “send in the              
troops” and give “no quarter for insurrectionists, anarchists, rioters, and looters” (New York             
Times, 3 June 2020 , 23 June 2020).  

Rhetoric soon translated to action: in early June, the government used National Guard troops,              
Secret Service agents, and US Park Police — among other federal agents — to violently disperse                
peaceful protests in Lafayette Square outside the White House to create a photo opportunity at St.                
John’s Church (Vox, 2 June 2020 ; New York Times, 10 June 2020 ). The incident prompted a rare                 
public condemnation from former Secretary of Defense James Mattis and an eventual refusal from              
current Defense Secretary Mark Esper to support the invocation of the Insurrection Act, which              
would allow the deployment of active-duty troops to respond to demonstrations (Atlantic, 3 June              
2020 ; TIME, 3 June 2020). Still, by the end of the month, DHS established the PACT and deployed                  
agents around the country, including in Portland, Oregon; Seattle, Washington; and Washington,            
DC (Al Jazeera, 23 June 2020 ). Since Floyd’s killing, ACLED records over 55 federal and National                
Guard deployments across the country, including members of PACT as well as forces affiliated              
with Operations Legend and Diligent Valor. 

Seattle, Washington 

Seattle became an early hotspot of the protest movement and a target of the crackdown.               
Washington’s governor swiftly deployed the National Guard throughout the state and by            
Independence Day weekend the federal government sent agents assigned to PACT to guard             
monuments and to quell demonstrations. Demonstrators remained largely peaceful, but tensions           
rose as standoffs outside the Seattle Police Department’s East Precinct intermittently turned            
violent, with widespread use of tear gas, flashbang grenades, and pepper spray            
(Spokesman-Review, 3 June 2020).  

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/31/us/police-tactics-floyd-protests.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/31/us/politics/trump-antifa-terrorist-group.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/06/trump-mulls-sending-military-into-u-s-cities.html
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2020/6/1/21277062/trump-governors-dominate-george-floyd-protesters
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/03/opinion/tom-cotton-protests-military.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/03/opinion/tom-cotton-protests-military.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/23/magazine/la-riots-1992.html
https://www.vox.com/2020/6/2/21278559/tear-gas-white-house-protest-park-police
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/10/us/politics/national-guard-protests.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/10/us/politics/national-guard-protests.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/06/james-mattis-denounces-trump-protests-militarization/612640/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/06/james-mattis-denounces-trump-protests-militarization/612640/
https://time.com/5846978/trump-military-protests/
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/06/president-trump-vows-arrest-pulling-statues-200623105834536.html
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2020/jun/03/huge-crowd-protests-in-seattle-as-criticism-of-pol/


In early June, under pressure from elected officials raising allegations of excessive force, police              
withdrew from the East Precinct and demonstrators established a protest encampment they called             
the Capitol Hill Occupied Protest (CHOP) zone, independent of police and government control             
(Seattle PI, 22 June 2020). While CHOP was marred by criminal violence (Vox, 2 July 2020 ), the                 
creation of the encampment coincided with a lull in violent demonstrations. Although riots were              
reported before 8 June (when CHOP was established) and after 1 July (when it was dismantled),                
only peaceful protests were recorded during the intervening period (see graph below ). 

Authorities cleared CHOP and arrested dozens of demonstrators by the start of July, but the               
episode set an important precedent: President Trump warned that protesters would be met with              
“serious force” if they attempted to replicate CHOP elsewhere in the country (Washington Post, 24               
June 2020 ). 

Portland, Oregon 

After Seattle, the heavy-handed government response took center stage in Portland, where            
demonstrators have gathered daily since Floyd’s killing. Throughout June, demonstrators rallied           
outside the Multnomah County Justice Center and other prominent government sites in downtown             
Portland, sporadically clashing with police who blanketed the city with tear gas and impact              
munitions. A federal judge soon issued a restraining order against the Portland Police Bureau,              

https://www.seattlepi.com/seattlenews/article/What-is-CHOP-the-zone-in-Seattle-formed-by-15341281.php
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2020/7/2/21310109/chop-chaz-cleared-violence-explained
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/president-trump-tweets-protesters-will-be-met-with-serious-force-if-they-establish-autonomous-zone/2020/06/23/32141184-b555-11ea-aca5-ebb63d27e1ff_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/president-trump-tweets-protesters-will-be-met-with-serious-force-if-they-establish-autonomous-zone/2020/06/23/32141184-b555-11ea-aca5-ebb63d27e1ff_story.html


instructing it to limit the use of tear gas over concerns that its officers were employing excessive                 
force against demonstrators and violating their Fourth Amendment rights (OPB, 19 July 2020). By              
the end of the month, the order was expanded to restrict the use of other less-lethal weaponry like                  
rubber bullets, and Oregon state legislators passed a new law that mandated police warn              
protesters before firing tear gas. Demonstrations continued, but tensions cooled. 

The situation changed in July, when PACT agents and other federal personnel took a more active                
role in the response as part of Operation Diligent Valor. Against the wishes of local officials                
(Business Insider, 22 July 2020 ), federal authorities began aggressively policing the           
demonstrations, using excessive force and arbitrarily detaining suspected protesters in unmarked           
vehicles ( Oregon Live, 16 July 2020; USA Today, 4 August 2020). 

Prior to the deployment of PACT at the start of July, approximately 8% of demonstrations in                
Oregon were met with government intervention, and authorities infrequently used force against            
demonstrators. Since July, however, nearly 28% of demonstrations have been met with            
intervention and force by government personnel. In Portland specifically, under 24% of            
demonstrations were met with state force before July. Since July, this figure has risen to 40% of all                  
demonstrations ( see graph below). 

Although federal authorities were purportedly deployed to keep the peace, the move appears to              
have re-escalated tensions. Prior to the deployment, over 83% of demonstrations in Oregon were              
non-violent. Post-deployment, the percentage of violent demonstrations has risen from under           

https://www.opb.org/news/article/police-violence-portland-protest-federal-officers/
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-administration-is-treating-portland-like-a-military-operation-2020-7
https://www.oregonlive.com/portland/2020/07/tear-gas-deployed-as-federal-officers-disperse-protesters-overnight-in-downtown-portland.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&utm_campaign=oregonian_sf
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/07/17/reports-federal-officers-detain-portland-protesters-unmarked-vans/5457471002/


17% to over 42% (see graph below ), suggesting that the federal response has only aggravated               
unrest. In Portland, violent demonstrations rose from 53% to nearly 62% of all events after               
federal agents arrived on the scene. 

In late July, officials announced that federal agents would reduce their presence in Portland              
following talks between Governor Kate Brown and Vice President Mike Pence, but would remain              
on standby (Guardian, 29 July 2020 ). Some reports indicate that the pullback has lowered tensions               
(The Week, 3 August 2020), but President Trump has warned that federal authorities will not fully                
leave Portland until local authorities “secure their city” (Guardian, 29 July 2020). As of early               
September, the federal government began deputizing Oregon State Police to respond to            
demonstrations in Portland, in coordination with US Marshals, potentially signalling renewed           
federal intervention in the city (KOIN, 1 September 2020). 

Widespread Attacks on the Press 

Reporters have also been targeted as part of the government response. As journalists have worked               
to cover the unprecedented wave of protests, they have simultaneously faced what Reporters             
Without Borders has called “an unprecedented outbreak of violence” around the country (RSF, 31              
May 2020). Government forces are the primary perpetrators of these attacks, from beatings and              
assaults to violent arrests. Since May, ACLED records over 100 separate incidents of government              
violence against journalists in at least 31 states and Washington, DC during demonstrations             
associated with the BLM movement (see map below ). The greatest number of these have occurred               

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jul/29/trump-administration-portland-protests-federal-agents
https://theweek.com/speedreads/928940/federal-pullback-portland-immediately-brought-calm-antiracism-protests
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jul/29/trump-administration-portland-protests-federal-agents
https://www.koin.com/news/protests/oregon-state-police-troopers-federally-deputized-amid-renewed-portland-protest-response/
https://rsf.org/en/news/us-fueled-years-trumps-demonization-media-unprecedented-violence-breaks-out-against-journalists
https://rsf.org/en/news/us-fueled-years-trumps-demonization-media-unprecedented-violence-breaks-out-against-journalists


in California — such as on 30 May at a demonstration in Santa Monica when police hit an ABC7 
news crew with tear gas (ABC7, 31 May 2020), or on 31 May at a demonstration in Long Beach 
when police injured a KPCC/LAist journalist with non-lethal rounds ( LAist, 31 May 2020).  

https://abc7.com/carlos-granda-tear-gas-beverly-hills-riot-looting/6222214/
https://laist.com/2020/05/31/reporters_injured_protests_police.php


Non-state groups are becoming more active and assertive. Since May, ACLED records over 100              
events in which non-state actors engaged in demonstrations (including counter-demonstrations)          
— the vast majority of which were in response to demonstrations associated with the BLM               
movement. These non-state groups include organizations and militias from both the left and right              
side of the political spectrum, such as Antifa, the Not Fucking Around Coalition, the New Mexico                
Civil Guard, the Patriot Front, the Proud Boys, the Boogaloo Bois, and the Ku Klux Klan, among                 
others (see map below). 

High Rates of Non-state Actor Involvement in BLM Demonstrations 

Government forces are not the only actors intervening in demonstrations. Amid increased political 
polarization and deepening mistrust in state institutions, militias and other non-state actors are 
increasingly engaging with demonstrators directly.  

https://www.henricocitizen.com/articles/self-proclaimed-kkk-leader-gets-6-years-in-jail-for-vehicular-assault/
https://www.foxla.com/news/anaheim-police-cruiser-hits-black-lives-matter-protester
https://www.king5.com/article/news/local/protests/protesters-accuse-off-duty-seattle-officer-of-driving-through-their-crowd/281-d41488b0-7591-48c5-b929-abcc34d55ae5
https://www.ktsm.com/news/texas/man-who-shot-austin-protester-garrett-foster-reveals-identity-claims-self-defense-attorney-says/?utm_source=t.co&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=socialflow
https://www.kokomotribune.com/news/local_news/tensions-briefly-flare-at-monday-protest-downtown/article_ca35d09e-a469-11ea-b409-931e676487b9.html


Overall, over 20 distinct non-state groups have actively engaged in demonstrations this summer.             
In July 2020 alone, ACLED records nearly 30 events in which non-state actors engaged              
demonstrators — up from zero in July 2019. 

Whether they are affiliated with an organized group or not, there is also a growing presence of                 
armed individuals at demonstrations, with many claiming they are standing by to ‘keep the peace’               
if not to openly intimidate perceived ‘enemies.’ At least 50 such incidents have been reported               
around the country since 24 May. Reports that police not only tolerate the presence of certain                
armed individuals at demonstrations (Washington Post, 30 August 2020 ; Huffington Post, 28            
August 2020), but in some cases actively encourage their involvement suggest this trend will              
continue, amplifying the risk of violence. On the night of 25 August in Kenosha, Wisconsin, for                
example, during protests against police brutality following the shooting of Jacob Blake, police             
allegedly told armed members of the Kenosha Guard over a loudspeaker, “We appreciate you guys.               
We really do,” and shared water with them ( USA Today, 29 August 2020). 

While many of these incidents have not turned violent, recent events in Kenosha indicate just how                
quickly the situation can escalate. A call to arms on Facebook by the Kenosha Guard brought                2

multiple armed individuals to the city to ‘protect lives and property,’ including those not              
technically affiliated with the group — such as Kyle Rittenhouse. Before the end of the night,                
Rittenhouse shot three demonstrators, two of whom died of their injuries (CNN, 28 August 2020 ).               
Police initially allowed Rittenhouse to leave the scene, but he was later arrested and charged with                

2 This report includes data from 24 May through 22 August 2020. Events from 23 August onwards, including violence in 
Kenosha, Wisconsin on 25 August, will be included in subsequent data releases by the  US Crisis Monitor . 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/as-clashes-between-armed-groups-and-leftist-protesters-turn-deadly-police-face-complaints-of-tolerating-vigilantes/2020/08/30/d2c36c20-e952-11ea-a414-8422fa3e4116_story.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-vigilantes-kenosha_n_5f4822bcc5b6cf66b2b5103e
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-vigilantes-kenosha_n_5f4822bcc5b6cf66b2b5103e
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2020/08/29/fact-check-video-police-thanked-kyle-rittenhouse-gave-him-water/5661804002/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/08/28/us/kyle-rittenhouse-kenosha-shooting/index.html


homicide. Since then, President Trump has failed to condemn Rittenhouse’s actions, and has 
suggested that the shootings were in self-defense ( NPR, 31 August 2020).  

A Rising Number of Counter-Protests Turning Violent 

In addition to armed individuals standing by without directly engaging demonstrations, there has 
also been an increase in the number of counter-protests confronting opposing demonstrators.3 
Between 24 May and 22 August, over 360 counter-protests were recorded around the country, 
accounting for nearly 5% of all demonstrations. Of these, 43 — nearly 12% — turned violent, with 

clashes between pro-police demonstrators and demonstrators associated with the BLM 
movement, for example. In July alone, ACLED records over 160 counter-protests, or more than 8% 
of all demonstrations. Of these, 18 turned violent. This is a significant increase relative to July 
2019, when only 17 counter-protests were reported around the country, or approximately 1% of 
all demonstrations, and only one of these allegedly turned violent.  

This trend threatens to quickly escalate confrontations between protesters and 

counter-protesters into violent clashes. Recent events in Portland, Oregon on the night of 29 

August point to how such confrontations can rapidly turn deadly.4 On that night, a caravan 
demonstration — including members of Patriot Prayer, Three Percenters, and Proud Boys — took 

place in support of    
President Trump. The   
demonstrators drove trucks   
through the crowd and shot     
paintball guns and pepper    
spray at  
counter-demonstrators 
rallying in support of the     
BLM movement. During the    
confrontation a member of    
the right-wing Patriot   
Prayer armed group was    
shot dead by an unknown     
individual. President Trump   
tweeted a message of    
condolences for the   
deceased, alleging that he    

3 These are events in which demonstrators are met with counter-protesters. If two protests occur at the same time, in the same                                           
place, and they are essentially ‘counter’ to one another — for example, one is pro-BLM, and the other is anti-BLM — the events                                             
are coded as a single event instead of as two separate events. Depending on whether each side engages in destructive or disruptive                                           
behavior, the actor on each side is coded accordingly. 
4 This report includes data from 24 May through 22 August 2020. Events from 23 August onwards, including violence in                                      
Portland, Oregon on the night of 29 August, will be included in subsequent data releases by the  US Crisis Monitor. 

https://www.npr.org/sections/live-updates-protests-for-racial-justice/2020/08/31/908137377/trump-defends-kenosha-shooting-suspect


had been “murdered in Portland by ANTIFA” (Insider, 31 August 2020 ), despite the fact that it 
remains unclear who is responsible for the shooting. 

The rise in non-state intervention and violent counter-demonstrations is set against a growing 

pattern of non-violent hate incidents. As racial justice protests have spread across the country, so 

too have displays of racist symbols like nooses, believed to be warnings or acts of intimidation 

targeting activists and protesters associated with the BLM movement. In late June, for example, a 
stuffed animal monkey was found hanging from a tree in Santa Rosa, California (ABC, 29 June 

2020). In mid-July, a couple in Saginaw, Michigan found a noose and a note saying “Accessory to be 

worn with your BLM T-shirt! Happy Protesting!” slipped through the window of their car 
(Michigan Live, 13 July 2020).  

Comparing BLM Trends Globally 

While the US faces a unique combination of overlapping crises, many of these trends are mirrored 
around the world — and the racism and police brutality exemplified by the killing of George 

Floyd prompted a global response. 

In the week’s since Floyd’s killing, at least 8,700 demonstrations in solidarity with the BLM 

movement were reported across 74 countries, including the US. Demonstrators focused their 
outrage on American symbols — including embassies, consulates, and Trump properties — but 

they also rallied around local cases of police brutality and racial inequality. The BLM movement 

has offered a ‘brand’ of anti-racism and anti-police violence activism for a range of contexts 
around the world. In many countries, demonstrators have been ‘applying their own martyrs’ to 

the solidarity protests, and are using BLM as an inspiration for structuring domestic movements 
against police violence, discrimination, and political repression.  

https://www.insider.com/what-is-patriot-prayer-joey-gibson-right-wing-group-2020-8
https://abc7news.com/stuffed-monkey-santa-rosa-animal-rope-on-in-shannon-parkhurst/6281954/
https://abc7news.com/stuffed-monkey-santa-rosa-animal-rope-on-in-shannon-parkhurst/6281954/
https://www.mlive.com/galleries/XQBSFT37FFCWBAD6YVWIEX4OTA/


COVID-19: A Global Health Crisis 

Unrest over police brutality and racist violence erupted at the height of another crisis: the               
COVID-19 pandemic. America has emerged as the new epicenter of the coronavirus outbreak. With              
only 4% of the world’s population, the US was estimated to have a quarter of confirmed cases by                  
the end of June (CNN, 30 June 2020 ). At time of writing, more than 180,000 Americans have died,                  
and over six million have been infected (New York Times, 1 September 2020 ).  

COVID-19 and the Black Lives Matter Movement 

In America, the health crisis and the latest wave of demonstrations associated with BLM are               
intertwined. The current BLM protest movement has become one of the largest in US history in                
part because it emerged within a socio-economic environment deeply disrupted by the pandemic.             
Research indicates that people who lost their jobs and livelihoods are more likely to participate in                
the protests (Washington Post, 5 August 2020), especially as the pandemic has left clear winners               
and losers in its wake. The “Strike for Black Lives” for example, is an effort to unite “the                  
interconnected fights for racial and economic justice” (USA Today, 20 July 2020 ). As part of this                
movement, essential workers have been protesting in remembrance of George Floyd, Breonna            
Taylor, Elijah McClain, and other Black people killed by police, while also calling for the Senate to                 
pass the Health and Economic Recovery Omnibus Emergency Solutions (HEROES) Act: a stimulus             
package to address the pandemic’s economic impact — which has hit some harder than others.               
The number of Black Americans working in front-line jobs impacted by the pandemic is              
disproportionately high, Black workers continue to earn less than their white counterparts            
(SHRM, 11 June 2020 ), and almost half of Black households are concerned with their ability to                
make rent on a monthly basis (CBS News, 16 June 2020 ; SHRM, 26 June 2020 ; Urban Institute, 2                  
June 2020 ). According to the Brookings Institution, COVID-19 has now become the third largest              
cause of death amongst the Black population ( CBS News, 17 August 2020 ). 

Impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic 

The economic fallout from the pandemic is devastating. According to the University of New              
Hampshire, all 50 states have experienced “extreme job loss,” and 43 have recorded losses “worse               
than in the Great Recession” (Ettlinger & Hensley, 2020 ). The Congressional Budget Office             
estimates that the pandemic will shrink the economy by approximately $8 trillion over the next               
decade (Washington Post, 1 June 2020 ). More than half of all businesses that closed due to                
lockdown measures have reportedly closed for good (Bloomberg, 22 July 2020 ), and the country is               
now facing a mass eviction crisis — which is projected to disproportionately affect minority              
communities (Politico, 12 June 2020). 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/30/health/us-coronavirus-toll-in-numbers-june-trnd/index.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/08/05/how-coronavirus-pandemic-helped-floyd-protests-become-biggest-us-history/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2020/07/20/worker-protests-thousands-walk-off-protest-racial-inequality/5470567002/
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/compensation/pages/racial-wage-gaps-persistence-poses-challenge.aspx
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/black-workers-lives-essential-frontline-jobs-risk-coronavirus-reopening/
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/compensation/pages/racial-wage-gaps-persistence-poses-challenge.aspx
https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/new-data-suggest-covid-19-widening-housing-disparities-race-and-income
https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/new-data-suggest-covid-19-widening-housing-disparities-race-and-income
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/black-americans-covid-19-third-biggest-cause-of-death/
https://carsey.unh.edu/COVID-19-Economic-Impact-By-State
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/06/01/coronavirus-cbo-economic-impact/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-07-22/more-than-half-of-u-s-business-closures-permanent-yelp-says
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/06/12/mass-evictions-314699


As the situation deteriorated over the summer, demonstrators took to the streets over these              
issues and more, protesting unemployment, evictions, and unsafe working conditions, as well as             
school reopenings and mask mandates. The pandemic has not escaped politicization, with regular             
confrontations between demonstrators for and against lockdown restrictions, and support for           
social distancing measures often polarized along party lines. Since 24 May, over 1,000             
pandemic-related demonstrations have been reported in 47 states and Washington, DC,           
particularly in California, New York, Florida, and Texas. In early August, demonstrations            
connected to the pandemic surpassed demonstrations associated with the BLM movement for the             
first time in months (see graph below ).  

Demonstrations around school reopening, mass evictions, and healthcare workers are explored           
below ( see map below).  



School Reopenings Face Challengers from Both Sides 

With the school year beginning, demonstrations led by teachers, students, and parents both for              
and against reopenings are on the rise. In July, the Trump administration called for schools to                
reopen for in-person teaching, despite renewed concern over the coronavirus outbreak (New York             
Times, 23 July 2020 ). Demonstrations organized by teachers and students have surged in             
response. Although some — including many parents — support the president’s call to reopen, the               
vast majority of demonstrations oppose in-person teaching, with participants arguing that it            
remains unsafe to return to the classroom. Several schools that already reopened were almost              
immediately forced to quarantine hundreds of students, compounding these worries (Wall Street            
Journal, 17 August 2020). More than 330 demonstration events over school reopenings have been              
reported across 42 states in recent weeks, and they show few signs of stopping. So far, reports                 
indicate that all have been peaceful and have faced no government intervention, though some              
have been met with counter-protesters.  

Mass Evictions Pose Widespread Risks 

The country is simultaneously facing a looming eviction crisis. Due to the pandemic’s economic              
impact, millions of Americans have fallen behind on rent payments. The COVID-19 Eviction             
Defense Project suggests that “19 to 23 million — or 1 in 5 — people living in renter households                   
are at risk of eviction by October” (CNBC, 24 July 2020 ). According to Princeton University’s               

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/23/us/politics/barron-trump-school-coronavirus.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/23/us/politics/barron-trump-school-coronavirus.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/schools-are-reopening-then-quickly-closing-due-to-coronavirus-outbreaks-11597700886
https://www.wsj.com/articles/schools-are-reopening-then-quickly-closing-due-to-coronavirus-outbreaks-11597700886
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/07/24/federal-eviction-moratorium-ends-today.html


Eviction Lab, evictions are likely to disproportionately affect the Black community (BBC, 7 August              
2020 ). 

While the government has held the crisis at bay through stimulus measures and both federal and                
state eviction moratoriums, the federal moratorium and a $600-a-week supplement to           
unemployment benefits lapsed at the end of July (CNBC, 24 July 2020 ). Further relief negotiations               
have stalled in Congress over spending disagreements, prompting the president to sign executive             
orders extending the lapsed supplemental federal unemployment benefits, but reducing it to the             
$400-a-week contribution. President Trump also made the plan contingent on states coming up             
with 25% of that payment, raising concerns that some states, already stretched thin financially              
during the pandemic, may opt out of the program. Trump’s executive action also does not               
reinstate the previous federal moratorium on evictions, but instead only directs federal agencies             
to “consider” measures to prevent evictions (Washington Post, 9 August 2020 ). The National Low              
Income Housing Coalition has called Trump’s order an “empty shell of a promise to renters”               
(NLIHC, 9 August 2020). 

As the end of the notice period following the lapsed federal moratorium approached,             
demonstrations linked to the eviction crisis have broken out around the country — especially in               
the northeast, which has registered over one-third of these demonstrations. Since 24 May, at least               
37 demonstrations have been reported across 15 states. At the start of September, the CDC issued                
a new nationwide moratorium on evictions through December. The policy has been welcomed as              
an “essential” step by housing advocates like the National Low Income Housing Coalition, though              
they remain concerned that “it is a half-measure that extends a financial cliff for renters to fall off                  
of when the moratorium expires and back rent is owed” (NPR, 1 September 2020 ). While the move                 
may stave off the eviction crisis and a surge in associated demonstrations for now, the threat is set                  
to re-emerge by the end of the year. 

Health Workers on the Frontlines 

From the pandemic’s frontlines, healthcare workers have led demonstrations calling for better            
working conditions, greater COVID-19 protections, and a stronger government response to the            
crisis nationwide. In August, for example, members of National Nurses United (NNU) held protests              
at healthcare facilities across the country as part of the “National Day of Action to Save Lives”                 
(NNU, 3 August 2020 ). The nurses called on the Senate to pass the HEROES Act, a pending bill that                   
the House of Representatives passed in May to provide $1 trillion in additional aid to states. They                 
also demanded that hospitals adhere to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)             
guidelines, provide adequate personal protective equipment (PPE), and take steps to prevent            
overwork. A recent survey conducted by NNU suggests that only 24% of nurses think they are                
provided with a safe workplace, while 87% indicate that they have had to reuse a single-use PPE                 
at least once (NNU, 27 July 2020 ). Another 27% of nurses reported short-staffing (NNU, 27 July                
2020 ). 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53088352
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53088352
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/07/24/federal-eviction-moratorium-ends-today.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/states-on-hook-for-billions-under-trumps-unemployment-plan/2020/08/09/c8dc8236-da7b-11ea-b4f1-25b762cdbbf4_story.html
https://nlihc.org/news/trumps-empty-shell-promise-renters
http://npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/09/01/908581048/sweeping-new-eviction-ban-from-trump-administration?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=news_tab&utm_content=algorithm
https://www.nationalnursesunited.org/press/national-day-action-aug-5
https://www.nationalnursesunited.org/covid-19-survey
https://act.nationalnursesunited.org/page/-/files/graphics/0720_Covid19_Survey3_Results_Flyer_REV.pdf
https://act.nationalnursesunited.org/page/-/files/graphics/0720_Covid19_Survey3_Results_Flyer_REV.pdf


ACLED records nearly 70 demonstrations involving healthcare workers in response to the            
COVID-19 pandemic in 19 states and Washington, DC since 24 May, with the highest              
concentration, by far, in California — the state with the highest number of confirmed COVID-19               
cases (New York Times, 31 August 2020). 

Comparing COVID-19 Trends Globally 

As in the US, the pandemic has also shifted political violence and demonstration patterns              
worldwide — trends that ACLED has monitored through its COVID-19 Disorder Tracker (CDT)             
(see map below ). Movement restrictions and social distancing rules led to a precipitous decline in               
demonstration activity at large, even as the crisis triggered new demonstrations over government             
pandemic responses. Mob violence, fueled by fear of the virus and opposition to lockdown              
measures, has also increased, as has democratic backsliding and state repression. Conflict            
dynamics have changed along with the evolving strategic priorities of violent actors, while calls by               
the UN Secretary-General for a global ceasefire have largely fallen on deaf ears.   5

5 For more on the most significant changes to global political violence and demonstrations trends since the onset of the                                       
COVID-19 pandemic, see ACLED’s report: A Great and Sudden Change . 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html
https://acleddata.com/analysis/covid-19-disorder-tracker/
https://acleddata.com/2020/08/04/a-great-and-sudden-change-the-global-political-violence-landscape-before-and-after-the-covid-19-pandemic/


Other Concurrent Crises in America 
In addition to nationwide unrest over police brutality, racial inequality, and the COVID-19             
pandemic, a multitude of other risk factors shape demonstration and political violence trends in              
the US.  

Violence targeting women, for example, remains a major flashpoint. In July, a self-proclaimed             
“anti-feminist” attorney attacked the home of US District Judge Esther Salas, killing her son and               
shooting her husband. Such violence can also fuel demonstrations, as in the case of Army Specialist                
Vanessa Guillen, who was murdered in April after being sexually harassed at a Texas military base                
by another soldier. The killing has triggered protests across nearly half of all US states over sexual                 
violence in the military.  

Hate crimes also remain a widespread threat, with attacks targeting a range of minority groups               
outside the context of the BLM protest movement (for more on violence and acts of intimidation                
targeting demonstrators associated with the BLM movement, see above). Around 23 June, for             
example, a group vandalized an Indian restaurant in Santa Fe, New Mexico and spray-painted              
racist slurs over the walls and furniture of the establishment (KOB4, 23 June 2020 ). On 4 July, a                  
Black man was reportedly harassed and attacked by five white men at a public park south of                 
Bloomington, Indiana. According to the victim, he was assaulted while the assailants repeatedly             
threatened to “get a noose” (Bloomingtonian, 5 July, 2020). On 17 August, three individuals              
attacked and robbed a group of transgender women on Hollywood Boulevard in Los Angeles,              
California, threatening to kill them because of their gender identities. A crowd of bystanders              
filmed the event, shouting anti-transgender slurs, while police drove by without intervening; they             
never showed up to the scene ( KTLA5, 18 August 2020).  

Looking Forward
While these data present only a snapshot of demonstration activity and political violence in              
America, the trendlines are clear: demonstrations have erupted en masse around the country, and              
they are increasingly met with violence by state actors, non-state actors, and            
counter-demonstrators alike. With two months until the election, the US faces deep divisions over              
racial inequality, the role of the police, and economic hardship exacerbated by an ineffective              
pandemic response. The administration has taken multiple steps to inflame these tensions, from             
announcing further federal deployments in “Democrat-led cities” like Chicago and Albuquerque           
(AP, 22 July 2020 ) to threatening a postponement of the election altogether (BBC, 30 July 2020). In                 
this hyper-polarized environment, state forces are taking a more heavy-handed approach to            
dissent, non-state actors are becoming more active and assertive, and counter-demonstrators are            
looking to resolve their political disputes in the street. Without significant mitigation efforts, these              

https://www.kob.com/new-mexico-news/vandals-cause-estimated-100k-of-damage-to-indian-restaurant/5769242/?cat=517
https://bloomingtonian.com/2020/07/05/bloomington-man-threatened-with-noose-during-assault-at-lake-monroe/
https://ktla.com/news/local-news/man-who-attacked-robbed-transgender-women-sought-in-hollywood-hate-crime-lapd/
https://apnews.com/eaa951c352353133c0ea95c12fa05781?utm_medium=AP&utm_campaign=SocialFlow&utm_source=Twitter
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53597975


risks will continue to intensify in the lead-up to the vote, threatening to boil over in November if                  
election results are delayed, inconclusive, or rejected as fraudulent.  

To keep track of these risk factors in real time, check the US Crisis Monitor. Updated weekly, the data                   
and crisis mapping tool are freely available for public use. The project seeks continued funding to                
ensure that data collection continues through the 2020 election and beyond. If you are interested in                
supporting this work, please contact admin@acleddata.com. 
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